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Message from Nam
Property of a Noblewoman
A tale set against the glamorous White Dinners in
Paris traces the experiences of longtime participant
Jean-Philippe Dumas, who at the sides of three
couples reflects on friendship, love, and magical
possibilities on a life-changing night.

Martha's Best Friend
In her fifty-eighth bestselling novel, Danielle Steel
tells the breathtaking story of a mother’s love and a
son’s gift, of the tragedy that nearly destroyed a
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familyand the miracle that saved them. Johnny Angel
With a word or a smile, seventeen-year-old Johnny
Peterson could light up a room, fill his mother’s heart
with pride, and inspire the best in those around him. A
star athlete and class valedictorian, tall, lanky Johnny
had a future filled with promise--until he stepped into
a car on prom night, dazzling in his rented tux, and in
an instant, it was all taken away. In the months that
follow, Johnny’s family and high school sweetheart,
Becky, struggle to put together the pieces of their
shattered lives. No one is more devastated than
Johnny’s mother, Alice, whose oldest son owned her
heart from the day he was born. But amid the
heartache, something miraculous is about to happen
to the Peterson family, something that will alter the
course of each of their lives. When a sudden illness
sends Alice to the hospital, a glorious vision comes to
her in her dreams. There, standing before her, is
Johnny himself, with that familiar twinkle in his eye,
gently urging his bewildered mother to be strong for
her splintered family. For Alice, seeing her marvelous
lost boy is a miracle she can’t quite believe but is
more than willing to embrace. In the weeks to come,
Johnny will appear in the most unlikely places, visible
only to the two people who need him most: his nineyear-old brother, locked in a silent world, whose
special needs Johnny always seemed to
understand…and his mother, who has always
nurtured her family, but who now needs a guardian
angel of her own. Through a season of hope and
healing, Johnny will walk by his mother’s side, leaving
miracles in his wake, leading his parents, his
girlfriend, his sister, and his brother out of their grief.
But as Alice is about to discover, Johnny has returned
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not just to help those he loves, but to uncover a
purpose even he cannot comprehend--one that will
change them all forever. An unforgettable story of
loving and letting go, of mixed blessings and second
chances, Johnny Angel is a celebration of life, hope,
and forgiveness. It will make you laugh and cry…and
hold your loved ones just a little bit closer. From the
Hardcover edition.

Five Days in Paris
When she is just past eighteen, Kate meets super
football star Tom Harper and falls in love.

Answered Prayers
The story of Jeremiah Thurston who would stop at
nothing to ensure that his daughter would be heir to
the biggest mining company in California.

Johnny Angel
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle
Steel, a moving novel of families separated and lives
shattered by prejudice during one of the most
shameful episodes in American history. A man ahead
of his time, Japanese college professor Masao
Takashimaya of Kyoto had a passion for modern ideas
that was as strong as his wife’s belief in ancient
traditions. His eighteen-year-old daughter, Hiroko,
torn between her mother’s traditions and her father’s
wishes, boarded the SS Nagoya Maru to come to
California for an education and to make her father
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proud. It was August 1941. From the ship, she went to
the Palo Alto home of her uncle, Takeo, and his
family. To Hiroko, California was a different world. Her
cousins had become more American than Japanese.
And much to Hiroko’s surprise, Peter Jenkins, her
uncle’s assistant at Stanford, became an unexpected
link between her old world and her new. On
December 7, Pearl Harbor is bombed by the Japanese.
Within hours, war is declared and suddenly Hiroko has
become an enemy in a foreign land. On February 19,
Executive Order 9066 is signed by President
Roosevelt, giving the military the power to remove
the Japanese from their communities at will. Takeo
and his family are given ten days to sell their home,
give up their jobs, and report to a relocation center,
along with thousands of other Japanese and Japanese
Americans, to face their destinies there. Families are
divided, people are forced to abandon their homes,
their businesses, their freedom, and their lives.
Danielle Steel portrays not only the human cost of
that terrible time in history, but also the remarkable
courage of a people whose honor and dignity
transcended the chaos that surrounded them. Silent
Honor reveals the stark truth about the betrayal of
Americans by their own government . . . and the
triumph of a woman caught between cultures and
determined to survive.

Blessing in Disguise
Apart from being a prolific novelist, Danielle Steel
writes poetry. This is a collection which covers her
thoughts and feelings over a period of fifteen years.
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Danielle says: 'This is a special book about special
people. People who loved me, and whom I have loved.
People who have brought me joy beyond measure,
and sometimes incredible pain. People I have hurt,
sometimes more than I can bear to think about.
People who have hurt me, sometimes more than they
know. Yet each of their gifts has been precious, each
moment treasured, each face, each smile, each
victory, each defeatin retrospect all of it is beautiful,
because we cared so much.' A poetry collection from
one of the world's bestselling novelists.

Love Poems
The book of Nothing. For those who likes to write and
for whose who doesn't like to read.

Granny Dan
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Danielle Steel
follows a talented and creative woman as she
launches her first television series, helping to recruit
an unforgettable cast that will bring a dramatic family
saga to the screen. Kait Whittier has built her
magazine column into a hugely respected read
followed by fans across the country. She loves her
work and adores her grown children, treasuring the
time they spend together. But after two marriages,
she prefers to avoid the complications and
uncertainties of a new love. Then, after a chance
meeting with Zack Winter, a television producer
visiting Manhattan from Los Angeles, everything
changes. Inspired by the true story of her own
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indomitable grandmother, Kait creates the storyline
for a TV series. And when she shares her work with
Zack, he is impressed and decides to make this his
next big-budget project. Within weeks, Kait is plunged
into a colorful world of actors and industry pros who
will bring her vision to life. A cool, competent director.
An eccentric young screenwriter. A world-famous
actress coping with private tragedy. A reclusive
grande dame from Hollywood’s Golden Age. A sizzling
starlet whose ego outstrips her abilities. L.A.’s latest
“bad boy” actor, whose affairs are setting the city on
fire. An unknown ingénue with outsized talent. And a
rugged, legendary leading man. As secrets are
shared, the cast becomes a second family for Kait.
But in the midst of this charmed year, she is suddenly
forced to confront the greatest challenge a mother
could ever know. The strength of women—across
generations and among friends, colleagues, and
family—takes center stage in this irresistible novel, as
all-too-real people find the courage to persevere in
life’s drama of heartbreak and joy.

16 Lighthouse Road
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In Danielle Steel’s
stunning novel, modern relationships come together,
fall apart, and are reinvented over time, proving that
age is just a number. Eileen Jackson was happy to set
aside her own dreams to raise a family with her
husband, Paul. Together they built an ordinary life in a
Connecticut town, the perfect place for their kids to
grow up. But when Eileen discovers that Paul’s late
nights in the city are hiding an affair with a younger
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woman, she begins to question all those years of
sacrifice and compromise. On the brink of forty and
wondering what she’s going to do with the rest of her
life, is it too late for her to start over? Meanwhile, as
Paul is thrust back into the role of suburban
fatherhood, his girlfriend, Olivia, is in Manhattan,
struggling to find herself in the shadow of her mother,
a famous actress, and her grandmother, a fiercely
independent ninety-two-year-old artist. With their
unique brands of advice ringing in her head, Olivia
takes a major step, expanding her art gallery business
internationally. Seeing her mother pursue old dreams
and even find new love, Olivia realizes that there is so
much she must learn about herself before committing
her life to someone else. Ultimately, Eileen decides to
chase her own dreams as well. She’s off to Paris to
attend Le Cordon Bleu cooking school. What awaits is
an adventure that reinvents her life and redefines her.
At every age, there are challenges to be met and new
worlds to discover. In this surprising, illuminating
novel, Danielle Steel gives us a warmhearted portrait
of people driven by their emotions, life experiences,
and loyalties, who realize that it’s never too late to
turn a new page and start again.

Prodigal Son
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In Danielle Steel’s
thrilling novel, a woman’s legacy—shaped by tragedy,
fortitude, and undying devotion—transforms lives and
hearts long after she is gone, and fulfills at last her
most precious bequest. Faded photographs of a
glamorous couple in postwar Europe. Old letters
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hinting of tragic loss. And a breathtaking array of
magnificent jewelry, spectacular stones in exquisite
settings. These are the contents of a safe-deposit box
long abandoned in a New York City bank. If no heir
can be identified, the jewelry will be auctioned. But
who was the woman who left such a fortune and no
will? Two people, drawn together by chance, begin to
unravel the mystery. Jane Willoughby is a law clerk at
the surrogate’s court and Phillip Lawton a fine arts
expert for Christie’s auction house. They are simply
doing their jobs when they come to the bank to
inspect the contents of the box. But for both Jane and
Phillip the search turns personal—and their efforts to
reconstruct an enigmatic life will lead from New York
to London and Paris, to Rome and Naples, and a
series of stunning revelations. Eighteen-year-old
Marguerite Pearson left America with a broken heart
in the shadow of World War II. She found a new life in
Europe but forever mourned what she left behind. As
the truth about Marguerite’s extraordinary
history—her forbidden love affair and her family’s
treachery—is slowly revealed, more people are drawn
into the puzzle that Jane and Phillip have pieced
together, and one among them will inherit the most
unexpected gift of all.

Journey
When Granny Dan died, all that remained was a box
of memories wrapped in brown paper, tied with a
string. The box of memories uncovered her secret
love and left a legacy to those she loved, especially
her granddaughter, who never really knew her.
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The Right Time
A new girl from Paris arrives to spend the year at
Martha's school and they become very good friends.

The House on Hope Street
Moral Compass
In her 53rd bestselling novel, Danielle Steel explores
how a single shattering moment can change lives
forever. The Kiss is at once a moving testament to the
fragility of life and a breathtaking story about the
power of love to heal, to free, to transform, and to
make broken spirits whole. On a warm June evening,
a red double-decker bus, full of pasengers, speeds
down a London street. A few blocks away, a man and
a woman climb into a limousine, reveling in a magical
evening of dancing and champagne. As their driver
pulls into an intersection, the couple shares their first,
searching kiss. For a moment, etched in time, all
stands still—until, in a flash of metal and glass, their
limousine is struck at full speed, crushed under the
bus's tremendous weight. And a long journey
begins—toward healing, toward hope, toward dreams
of an infinite future Isabelle Forrester is the exquisite
wife of a prominent Parisian banker who has long
since shut her out of his heart. For lonely years,
Isabelle has lived a life of isolation, pouring her
passions into caring for her desperately ill son, Teddy,
and into making their Paris home as happy as
possible for her teenage daughter, Sophie. Isabelle
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allows herself one secret pleasure: a long-distance
friendship by telephone with an American man, a
Washington power broker who travels in the highest
circles of politics and who, like Isabelle, is trapped in
an empty marriage. To Bill Robinson, Isabelle is a
godsend, a woman of extraordinary beauty and
intellectual curiosity—a kindred spirit who touches
him across the miles with her warmth and gentle
empathy. Their relationship is a gift, a lifeline that
sustains them both through the heartache of
marriages they cannot leave and will not betray.
Agreeing to meet for a few precious, innocent days in
London, Isabelle and Bill find their friendship
changing. Then, amidst the sudden crash of steel
against steel, they are thrust onto a new path, a path
fraught with pain but also with possibility. Now, inside
the cool, sterile wards of a London hospital, Isabelle
and Bill cling to life, their bodies shattered almost
beyond repair. In the days and weeks that follow, they
slowly, painfully traverse a road to recovery littered
with challenges of the body, spirit, and heart.
Together, they must find the strength not only to
embrace life again but to face what they have left
behind. For Isabell, a loveless marriage turns into a
brutal power struggle. For Bill, a time of healing
exposes wounds that cut deeper than steel and
realities that will test him to his core. For both, a
tangle of changing relationships and the tragedy of
another loss conspire to separate them once again.
And this time they could lose each other forever. In a
novel that is as compelling as it is compassionate,
Danielle Steel weaves a story of courage in the face of
unimaginable loss. With the grace of a master
storyteller, she explores the strength it takes to
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conquer our greatest fears, showing us how the
toughest choices can yield the most unexpected
rewardsand how the longest, most winding journeys
can begin with a single kiss.

Leap of Faith
It's 1989, and Emma and her best friend Dee head to
the USA to make their fortune. But completely inept
and virtually unemployable, they discover that they
can't even get a job in McDonald's. Forced to travel
from California to New York with only pennies in their
pockets, they bounce from scrape to scrape, surviving
on their wits and the kindness of strangers. Bad luck
and misfortune throw everything their way - snakes,
earthquakes, black magic and incontinent dogs. They
even get kidnapped by a sex-crazed midget in a
Ferrari. This never happened to Jack Kerouac. A
startlingly honest and ridiculously funny book, I Left
My Tent in San Francisco tells the miraculous story of
how the hapless pair made it back alive to tell the
disastrous tale.

Season of Passion
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • At an elite private
school in Massachusetts, a wide circle of lives will be
forever changed by a devastating series of events in
Danielle Steel’s riveting new novel. Saint Ambrose
Prep is a place where the wealthy send their children
for the best possible education, with teachers and
administrators from the Ivy League, and graduates
who become future lawyers, politicians, filmmakers,
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and CEOs. Traditionally a boys-only school, Saint
Ambrose has just enrolled one hundred and forty
female students for the first time. Even though most
of the kids on the campus have all the privilege in the
world, some are struggling, wounded by their parents’
bitter divorces, dealing with insecurity and loneliness.
In such a heightened environment, even the smallest
spark can become a raging fire. One day after the
school’s annual Halloween event, a student lies in the
hospital, her system poisoned by dangerous levels of
alcohol. Everyone in this sheltered
community—parents, teachers, students, police, and
the media—are left trying to figure out what actually
happened. Only the handful of students who were
there when she was attacked truly know the answers
and they have vowed to keep one another’s secrets.
As details from the evening emerge, powerful families
are forced to hire attorneys and less powerful families
watch helplessly. Parents’ marriages are jeopardized,
and students’ futures are impacted. No one at Saint
Ambrose can escape the fallout of a life-altering
event. In this compelling novel, Danielle Steel
illuminates the dark side of one drunken night, with
its tragic consequences, from every possible point of
view. As the drama unfolds, the characters will reach
a crossroads where they must choose between truth
and lies, between what is easy and what is right, and
find the moral compass they will need for the rest of
their lives.

Against All Odds
In Danielle Steel’s dazzling new novel, a young
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woman must overcome tremendous adversity in her
quest to find herself and achieve real happiness.
Nicole “Coco” Martin is destined to have it all. As the
only child of doting and successful parents, she has
been given every opportunity in life. Having inherited
her mother’s stunning beauty and creativity, along
with her father’s work ethic and diligence, she has the
world at her feet. Her graduation from Columbia is
fast approaching, and with it the summer job of her
dreams working at a magazine. Between work,
leisurely weekends at her family’s home in
Southampton, and spending as much time as possible
with her best friend, Sam, life couldn’t be better—until
tragedy strikes. Coco’s beloved parents are killed in a
terrorist attack while on vacation in France. Now
devastated and alone, Coco must find a way to move
forward and make her way in the world without the
family she loved. Determined to forge her own path
and make her parents proud, Coco pursues her
dreams, dazzled by exciting opportunities that come
her way. Her goals are to think outside the box—and
always play by her own rules. As she finds herself
drawn to charismatic, fascinating men, each
relationship will teach Coco new lessons, some
delightful, some painful. She will come to realize what
matters, and how strong she truly is—and in the end,
she will discover herself. Richly exploring one
woman’s poignant journey through life, All That
Glitters is a compelling tale of challenges, heartbreak,
discovery, and triumph, a powerful reminder that all
that glitters is not the essence of life. And what is
truly worth having was right there in our hands all
along.
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The Kiss
Emma Kennedy's hilarious memoir of wet and windy
family trips, NOW ADAPTED FOR THE MAJOR BBC ONE
SERIES THE KENNEDYS. For the 70s child, summer
holidays didn't mean the joy of CentreParcs or the
sophistication of a Tuscan villa. They meant being
crammed into a car with Grandma and heading to the
coast. With just a tent for a home and a bucket for the
necessities, we would set off on new adventures each
year stoically resolving to enjoy ourselves. For Emma
Kennedy, and her mum and dad, disaster always
came along for the ride no matter where they went.
Whether it was being swept away by a force ten gale
on the Welsh coast or suffering copious amounts of
food poisoning on a brave trip to the south of France,
family holidays always left them battered and bruised.
But they never gave up. Emma's memoir, The Tent,
The Bucket and Me, is a painfully funny reminder of
just what it was like to spend your summer holidays
cold, damp but with sand between your toes.

Granny Dan
Hope Dunne is content with her life, finding serenity
and beauty through the lens of her camera. She isn't
looking for a man or excitement. But things change
when she accepts a last minute assignment in
London, photographing one of the world's most
celebrated writers. To Hope's surprise, Finn O'Neill
exudes warmth and a boyish charm. He courts her,
whisking her away to his palatial, isolated Irish estate,
weaving a tapestry of tales about his life. Hope finds it
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all absolutely dizzying. But soon cracks begin to
appear in his stories and suddenly Hope is both in
love and suspicious. How many lies has he told? Is it
possible that this kind, loving, attentive man is hiding
something even worse?

Lone Eagle
In Danielle Steel’s epic new novel, the lives of four
generations of women in one family span fortune and
loss, motherhood, tragedy and victories. From the
glamorous San Francisco social scene of the 1920s,
through war and the social changes of the ’60s, to the
rise of Silicon Valley today, this extraordinary novel
takes us on a family odyssey that is both
heartbreaking and inspiring, as each generation faces
the challenges of their day. The Parisian design
houses in 1928, the crash of 1929, the losses of war,
the drug culture of the 1960s—history holds many
surprises, and lives are changed forever. For richer or
for poorer, in cramped apartments and grand
mansions, the treasured wedding dress made in Paris
in 1928 follows each generation into their new lives,
and represents different hopes for each of them, as
they marry very different men. From inherited
fortunes at the outset to self-made men and women,
the wedding dress remains a cherished constant for
the women who wear it in each generation and forge
a destiny of their own. It is a symbol of their
remaining traditions and the bond of family they
share in an ever-changing world.

H.R.H.
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Life was good for Liz and Jack Sutherland. In 18 years
of marriage, they had built a family, a successful law
practice, and a warm, happy home near San
Francisco, in a house on Hope Street. Then, in an
instant, it all fell apart. It began like any other
Christmas morning, with joy and children's laughter.
But for Jack Sutherland, a five-minute errand ends in
tragedy. And suddenly, Liz is alone, facing painful
questions in the wake of an unbearable loss. How can
she go on without her husband, her partner, her best
friend? How can she grieve when she must console
five devastated children, including one with special
needs of his own? Powered by her children's love, Liz
finds the strength to return to work, to become both
mother and 'daddy', coaching her youngest son for
the Special Olympics. And one by one the holidays
come and go before her eyes: Valentine's Day without
flowers and without JackEasterJuly 4thThen, just
weeks before Labor Day, a devastating accident
sends her oldest son to the hospital-and brings a
doctor named Bill Webster into her life. Bill becomes a
friend to Liz as he slowly heals her shattered son. And
as long as the days of summer blend into fall, a new
relationship offers new hope, and Liz reflects on what
she has, on what she's lost, on the little blessings that
give strength when nothing else is left. Then, with the
first anniversary of her husband's death approaching,
and with it another Christmas in the house on Hope
Street, Liz will face one more crisis before she can
look back at a year of mourning and change-and
ahead to the beginning of a new life. THE HOUSE ON
HOPE STREET is about learning to live again after you
think life is over, about gettting up when you have
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been knocked down, again and again. It is about
cherishing small miracles, and believing in big ones. It
is above all about hope.

The Cast
Successful TV anchorwoman Madeleine hides the
truth about her emotionally abusive marriage until
she joins an anti-violence group and falls in love with
Bill, a diplomat who encourages her to become
empowered. Reprint.

The Butler
As a journalist, Paxton Andrews would experience
Vietnam firsthand. We follow her from high school in
Savannah to college in Berkeley and then to work in
Saigon. For the soldiers she knew and met there, Viet
Nam would change their lives in ways they could
never have imagined. For the men in her life, Viet
Nam would change their lives in ways hey could not
escape or deny. Peter Wilson, fresh from law school,
was a new recruit who would confont his fate in Da
Nang. Ralph Johnson, a seasoned AP correspondent,
had been in Saigon since the beginning. He knew
Vietnam and the war inside out. Bill Quinn, captain of
the Cu Chi tunnel rats, was on his fourth tour of duty
and it seemed nothing could touch him. Sergeant
Tony Campobello had come to Vietnam from the
streets of New York to vent a rage that had followed
him all the way to Saigon. For seven years Paxton
Andrews would write an acclaimed newspaper column
from the front before finally returning to the States
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and then attending the Paris peace talks. But for her
and the men who fought in Viet Nam, life would never
be the same again. From the Paperback edition.

Beauchamp Hall
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Danielle Steel tells
the uplifting story of an ordinary woman embracing
an extraordinary adventure, and the daring choice
that transforms her world. Winona Farmington once
dreamed of graduating from college, moving to New
York City, and pursuing a career in publishing. Then
real life got in the way when she left college and
returned to her small Michigan hometown to care for
her sick mother. Years later, stuck in a dead-end job
and an unsatisfying relationship, Winnie has
concluded that dreams were meant for others. She
consoles herself with binge-watching the British
television series that she loves, Beauchamp Hall,
enthralled by the sumptuous period drama set on a
great Norfolk estate in the 1920s. The rich upstairsdownstairs world brilliantly brought to life by superb
actors is the ultimate in escapism. On the day Winnie
is passed over for a long-overdue promotion, she is
also betrayed by her boyfriend and her best friend.
Heartbroken, she makes the first impulsive decision of
her conventional life—which changes everything. She
packs her bags and flies to England to see the town
where Beauchamp Hall is filmed. The quaint B & B
where she stays feels like home. The brother and
sister who live in the castle where the show is filmed,
rich in titles but poor in cash, are more like long-lost
friends than British nobility. And the show itself, with
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its colorful company and behind-the-scenes affairs, is
a drama all its own. Winnie’s world comes alive on the
set of the show. What happens next is the stuff of
dreams, as Winnie takes the boldest leap of all.
Beauchamp Hall reminds us to follow our dreams. . . .
You never know what magic will happen!

The Wedding Dress
Danielle Steel’s 56th bestselling novel is about family
and friendship, about one woman’s struggle to break
free from the past—and the man who helps her
triumph. And most of all, it is about daring to believe
inAnswered Prayers. On the outside, Faith Madison is
the very picture of a sophisticated New Yorker. Slim,
blond, stylish, Faith has a life many would envy.
Overcoming a childhood marked by tragedy, married
to a successful investment banker and having raised
two grown daughters, Faith has enjoyed her role as
mother and wife, and the good life that emanates
from their bustling Manhattan town house. But every
step of the way, Faith has carried within her a secret
she could divulge to no one. And with it, she has kept
an even more painful secret from herself. For Faith, it
is the sudden death of her stepfather—a man who,
like her husband, Alex, always remained just beyond
her reach—that will touch off a journey of change and
revelation. At the funeral, painful memories flood
back—and an old friend reenters Faith’s life. Faith is
greeting mourners, when she hears a voice behind
her and a single word that brings a quick smile to her
face: “Fred.” Only one person aside from her older
brother, Jack, called her that. Brad Patterson was
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Jack’s best friend, a long, lanky boy who teased,
tormented, and protected Faith when they fancied
themselves “The Three Musketeers” as kids. When
Jack died years later, Faith and Brad came together
again in their common, inconsolable grief, then lost
touch once more amid the demands of families and
busy lives a continent apart. Now a lawyer in
California, Brad has reentered Faith’s life just as she is
making a decision that plunges her marriage into
crisis. Determined to fulfill a long-held desire for a
career of her own, Faith applies to law school against
her husband’s wishes, igniting a barrage of anger and
recrimination. Faith’s only solace is the
correspondence she has begun with Brad, a man
trapped in an empty marriage of his own, a friend she
once lost and has found again. Soon e-mails are flying
between them, bridging three thousand miles, sharing
much-needed friendship, support, laughter. And as
these two childhood friends rediscover each other,
something extraordinary is beginning to happen. In
the safety of their friendship, Brad will find the
courage to make a decision he should have made
years before. And Faith, too, is changing, beginning to
believe in herself—and in her right to grab hold of her
dreams. Gathering a strength she never knew she
had, Faith is finally ready to face the most painful
step of all: of sharing the secret that has long been
haunting her, and truly opening up her heart for the
first time in her life. With unerring insight into the
hearts of husbands and wives, lovers and families,
Danielle Steel tells a wise and moving story of the
secrets that wound and the choices that heal—and of
the second chances that come only once in a lifetime.
From the Hardcover edition.
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The Tent, the Bucket and Me
In a novel where ancient traditions conflict with reality
and the pressures of modern life, a young European
princess proves that simplicity, courage, and dignity
win the day and forever alter her world. In blue jeans
and a pullover, Princess Christianna is a young
woman of her times: born in Europe, educated in
America, worried about the future of the world she
lives in, responsible beyond her years. Christianna is
the only daughter of the Reigning Prince of a
European nation that takes its royalty seriously–and
her father has ironclad plans for Christianna’s life, a
burden that is almost unbearable. Now, after four
years at Berkeley, life in her father’s palace cannot
distract Christianna from what she sees outside the
kingdom–the suffering of children, the ravages of
terrorism and disease. Determined to make a
difference in the world, she persuades His Royal
Highness, her father, to let her volunteer for the Red
Cross in East Africa. And for Christianna, a journey of
discovery, change, and awakening begins. Under a
searing East African sun, Christianna plunges into the
dusty, bustling life of an international relief camp,
finding a passion and a calling among the brave
doctors and volunteers. Finally free from the scrutiny
of her royal life, Christianna struggles to keep her
identity a secret from her new friends and
coworkers–even from Parker Williams, the young
doctor from Doctors Without Borders who works
alongside Christianna and shares her dedication to
healing. But as violence approaches and invades the
camp, and the pressures of her royal life beckon her
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home, Christianna’s struggle for freedom takes an
extraordinary turn. By a simple twist of fate, in one
shocking moment, Christianna’s life is changed
forever–in ways she never could have foreseen. From
the splendor of a prince’s palace to the chaos of wartorn nations, Danielle Steel takes us into fascinating
new worlds. Filled with unforgettable images and a
remarkable cast of characters, H.R.H. is a novel of the
conflict between old and new worlds, responsibility
versus freedom, and duty versus love. From the
Hardcover edition.

I Left My Tent in San Francisco
In Danielle Steel’s beloved #1 New York Times
bestselling novel, two strangers meet unexpectedly
and fall in love in the City of Light. As president of a
major pharmaceutical empire, Peter Haskell has
everything: power, position, and a family that means
everything to him. Compromise has been key in Peter
Haskell’s life, and integrity is the base on which he
lives. Olivia Thatcher is the wife of a famous senator.
She has given to her husband’s ambition and career
until her soul is bone-dry. She is trapped in a web of
duty and obligation, married to a man she once loved
and no longer even knows. Accidentally, they meet in
Paris. Their totally different lives converge for one
magical moment in the Place Vendôme, as Olivia
carefully, silently, steps out of her life and walks
away. Peter follows her, and in a café in Montmartre,
their hearts are laid bare. Peter, once so certain of his
path, is suddenly faced with a professional future in
jeopardy. Olivia is no longer sure of anything except
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that she can’t go on anymore. Five days in Paris is all
they have. They go back to their separate lives, but
nothing is the same. Everything they believe is put on
the line, until they each realize they must stand fast
against compromise and face life’s challenges headon. Danielle Steel’s classic novel is about honor and
commitment, love and integrity—and the strength to
find hope again. Five Days in Paris will change your
life forever. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt
from Danielle Steel's Hotel Vendome.

The Book of Nothing
Stephanie had a rat for a husband. But after 13 years
of marriage and two kids, she was devastated when
he left her for a younger woman. Suddenly Stephanie
was alone. And after months of trying to find a little
romance on New York's wild singles circuit, she was
ready to give up, reconciled to just raising her two
great, but outspoken, kids. Then a spur-of-themoment trip to Paris changed everything. She met
him on the Left Bank. Peter Baker was a marvelously
handsome high-tech entrepreneur also visiting the
city. Stephanie was certain it couldn't possibly work.
Peter was just too perfect. But much to her
amazement, he contacted her when they returned to
New York. And at the Long Island rental cottage she
shared with her kids, Stephanie embarked on a
bizarre and hilarious adventure beyond her wildest
dreams. Shy, serious Peter, chairman of a bionic
enterprise, was supposed to be away on business.
Instead, he's standing at her door, wearing day-glo
satin and rhinestones. Naturally, Stephanie thinks it's
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a joke--until the truth suddenly dawns: this isn't Peter
playing a role. This is his double! Calling himself Paul
Klone, this wild, uninhibited creature isn't even
remotely like Peter except for his identically sexy
good looks. This uproarious novel explores the
outrageous love triangle that develops between
Stephanie, Peterand the Klone. In a wickedly funny,
right-on-target look at finding the perfect mate in an
imperfect world, bestselling novelist Danielle Steel
reveals insights into the human heart that have made
her novels #1 bestsellers around the world.

Magic
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The wise, moving
new novel from Danielle Steel, whose many
bestselling tales have made her one of America’s
favorite authors Taking chances is part of life, but
when you bet your future against the odds, it’s a highrisk game. Kate Madison’s stylish resale shop has
been a big SoHo success, supporting her and her four
kids since her husband’s untimely death. Now her
children are grown and ready to forge lives of their
own. And they all choose to play against the odds, to
their mother’s dismay. Isabelle, a dedicated attorney,
is in line to make partner at her Wall Street firm when
she falls for a client she represents in a criminal case.
She tells herself she can make a life with him—but
can she? Julie, a young designer, meets a man who
seems too good to be true and falls under his spell.
She marries him quickly, gives up her job, and moves
to Los Angeles to be at his side—but is all what it
seems? Justin is a struggling writer who pushes for
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children with his partner before they’re financially or
emotionally ready. Will the strain on the relationship
take too high a toll? And Willie, the youngest, a tech
expert, makes a choice that shocks them all, with a
woman twelve years older. Kate—loving, supportive,
and outspoken—can’t keep her children from playing
against the odds. Can the odds be beaten? Not
often—as her children have to learn for themselves.
For Kate, the hardest lesson will be that she can’t
protect the children she loves from the choices they
make—but can only love them as they make them.

The Numbers Game
Unsure about the prospect of having a new baby in
the house, four-and-a-half-year-old Max finally
decides that it might not be so bad after all especially
when he sees his new twin brother and sister.

Matters of the Heart
In my eyes she had always been old, always been
mine, always been Granny Dan. But in another time,
another place, there had been dancing, people,
laughter, love. . . . She had had another life before
she came to us, long before she came to me. . . . She
was the cherished grandmother who sang songs in
Russian, loved to roller-skate, and spoke little of her
past. But when Granny Dan died, all that remained
was a box wrapped in brown paper, tied with string.
Inside, an old pair of satin toe shoes, a gold locket,
and a stack of letters tied with ribbon. It was her
legacy, her secret past, waiting to be discovered by
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the granddaughter who loved her but never really
knew her. It was a story waiting to be told. . . . The
year was 1902. A new century was dawning as a
motherless young girl arrived at a ballet school in St.
Petersburg, Russia, at the age of seven. By age
seventeen, Danina Petroskova had become a great
ballerina, a favorite of the Czar and Czarina, who
welcomed her into the heart of the Imperial family.
But events both near and far away shook the ground
upon which she danced. A war, an extraordinary man,
and a devastating illness altered the course of her
life. And when revolution shattered Russia, Danina
Petroskova was forced to make a heartbreaking
choice—as the world around her was about to change
forever. Granny Dan is about the magic of history. In
it, Danielle Steel reminds us how little we know of
those who came before us—and how, if we could only
glimpse into their early lives, and see who they once
were, there is so much we would understand and
learn. For in this extraordinary novel, a simple box,
filled with mementos from a grandmother, offers the
greatest legacy of all: an unexpected gift of a life
transformed, a long-forgotten history of youth and
beauty, love and dreams.

Malice
In her 37th bestselling novel, Danielle Steel tells the
compelling story of a woman who must struggle to
overcome a shattering betrayal, and the cruelest kind
of malice. At seventeen, the night of her mother's
funeral, Grace Adams is attacked. It is not the first
time, and a brutal crime ensues. And to everyone's
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horror, Grace will not tell the truth. She is a young
woman with secrets too horrible to tell, with hurts so
deep they may never heal. She is also beautiful
enough for men to want her no matter how much she
does not want them. Whatever the outcome, Grace
Adams will have to live with whatever happened
during those terrible years. After a lifetime of being a
victim, now she must pay the price for other people's
sins. From the depths of an Illinois women's prison to
a Chicago modeling agency to a challenging career in
New York, Grace must carry the past with her
wherever she goes. And in healing her own pain, she
reaches out to battered women and children who live
a nightmare she knows all too well. When Grace
meets Charles Mackenzie, a New York lawyer, she has
found a man who wants nothing from her-except to
heal her, to hear her secrets, and to give her the
family she so desperately wants. But, with happiness
finally within her grasp, and precious loved ones to
protect, Grace is at her most vulnerable-in danger of
losing everything to a vicious tabloid press and an
enemy from her past, an enemy bent on malice at all
costs. With rare insight and power, Danielle Steel
writes this extraordinary woman's story, portraying
her struggle to triumph over malice and betrayal, and
to transform a lifetime of pain into a blessing for
others. Revealing both the stark reality of domestic
abuse and the healing power of love, Malice, is more
than superb fiction. It is a piece of life.

Country
Growing up desolate under the eye of a resentful
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great aunt on an Iowa farm, Marie-Ange Hawkins
dreams of returning to the French chateau where she
lived before she had been orphaned, but when she
finally does so, she learns a devastating truth.
Reprint.

Max's New Baby
"Fraternal twin brothers Peter and Michael McDowell
have spent a lifetime competing for success and
affection before that competition turned into an allout war and made the brothers mortal enemies. While
both Peter and Michael have grown into successful
adults, they never managed to leave behind the
animosity that took root in their childhood. With the
collapse of his career and his marriage, Peter sees no
other option than to move into the lake cottage his
parents left him in their will--a place where he and
Michael spent their summers and the only place that
sparks pleasant memories of his childhood. It's there
that Peter and Michael's lives intersect, as they begin
to make peace with the past"--

The Klone and I
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Filled with
heartbreak and betrayal, triumph and fulfillment, The
Right Time is an intimate, richly rewarding novel
about pursuing one’s passion and succeeding beyond
one’s wildest dreams. Abandoned by her mother at
age seven, Alexandra Winslow takes solace in the
mysteries she reads with her devoted father—and
soon she is writing them herself, slowly graduating to
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dark, complex crime stories that reflect skill,
imagination, and talent far beyond her years. After
her father’s untimely death, at fourteen Alex is taken
in by the nuns of a local convent, where she finds
twenty-six mothers to take the place of the one she
lost, and the time and encouragement to pursue her
gift. Alex writes in every spare moment, gripped by
the plots and themes and characters that fill her
mind. Midway through college, she has finished a
novel—and manages to find a seasoned agent, then a
publisher. But as she climbs the ladder of publishing
success, she resolutely adheres to her father’s
admonition: Men read crime thrillers by men
only—and so Alexandra Winslow publishes under the
pseudonym Alexander Green, her true identity known
only to those closest to her, creating a double life that
isolates her. Her secret life as the mysterious and
brilliantly successful Alexander Green—and her own
life as a talented young woman—expose her to the
envious, the arrogant, and Hollywood players who
have no idea who she really is. Always, the right time
to open up seems just out of reach, and would cost
her dearly. Once her double life and fame are
established, the price of the truth is always too high.

Silent Honor
Danielle Steel's 51st bestselling novel tells the story
of an extraordinary man, the woman who loved him,
and a bond so powerful it could never be broken. It is
about finding the courage to let someone you love fly
free The phone call came on a snowy December
afternoon. Kate was certain it was Joe, the brilliant,
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visionary man who had been her soulmate, her
driving force since the night they met, almost thirtyfive years before. What she got was the one call she
had never wanted, and didn't expect. As the snow
continued to fall, Kate's mind drifted back, to the
moment when she and Joe first met. She had been
just seventeen and he was young, powerful, dazzling,
and different from any man she'd ever known. It was
just days before Christmas, 1940. The war is raging in
Europe when Kate Jamison makes her debut in New
York City. In a room filled with the scions of East
Coast society and the leading political figures of the
day, it is Joe Allbright who catches Kate's eye. At
twenty-nine, Joe is the brilliant protege of Charles
Lindbergh, and already a legend in flying circles for
his record-breaking speed and state-of-the-art
airplane designs. All Kate sees is a tall, strikingly
handsome man who seems at once awkward and
larger-than-life, like a shining star- just out of reach.
Joe, too, is caught off balance by his response to Kate,
seeing in this beautiful young woman vitality and
youth, the lifelong soulmate he never expected to
find. As the months pass, they will meet again,
forging a bond that will set the course of both their
lives. Kate will go off to study at Radcliffe. Joe will
skyrocket to fame in modern aviation. Joe's planes are
his life, his passion. But irresistably drawn to her,
moth moth to flame, he always comes back to Kate.
Even after the long dark years of World War II, when
Kate was sure she had finally lost him completely, Joe
returns. Never willing to stay, always needing to fly
away. As planes are for him, Joe is the passion in her
life. When the war is over, at twenty-four Kate wants
marriage and a family. Joes wants the world, his
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limitless horizon, and the unique aviation empire he is
building. Unwilling to wait any longer, Kate moves on
with her life. But when a chance encounter brings
them together again, the time has finally come to
make a choice, one that will have profound
consequences for them both for the rest of their lives.
Against a vivid backdrop of war and thrilling
innovation, Danielle Steel breaths life into history,
weaving an intensely human story that spans three
decades, of two intensely different people who, in
spite of themselves, are irrevocably woven into the
fabric of each other's lives. With rare insight and
emotional power, she brings to life a tale of
unconditional love, sacrifice, and compromise. The
joinging of two remarkable halves into a single far
more powerful whole. It is a novel of extraordinary
grace and compassion from a master storyteller,
perhaps the best story she has told.

Men of Invention and Industry
Welcome to Cedar Cove, where the extraordinary
bonds that hold family and friends together are only
the beginning. Only from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Debbie Macomber. Family court
judge Olivia Lockhart has seen a lot of couples in her
courtroom. Most divorce petitions are open-and-shut,
but when Olivia meets a young couple whose grief
appears to be overshadowing their love, she makes a
controversial ruling that gets everyone in her closeknit hometown talking. Olivia is no stranger to having
family and friends weigh in on anything and
everything. From her mother, to her best friend, to
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her daughter, navigating life and love in Cedar Cove
has always taken a village. But when new-to-town
newspaper editor Jack Griffin takes a personal interest
in Olivia’s ruling—and in Olivia herself—she is
surprised by just how welcome the attention is.
Matters of the heart may be messy, and surprising,
and more than a little complicated, but in Cedar Cove,
they’re always unforgettable. Previously published.

All That Glitters
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In Danielle Steel’s
remarkable new novel, one of her most memorable
characters comes to terms with unfinished business
and long-buried truths as the mother of three very
different daughters with three singular fathers. As a
young intern at an art gallery in Paris, Isabelle
McAvoy meets Putnam Armstrong, wealthy, gentle,
older, and secluded from the world. Isabelle’s
relationship with Putnam, and her time at his château
on the Normandy coast, are the stuff of dreams. But it
turns real when she becomes pregnant, for she knows
that marriage is out of the question. When Isabelle
returns to New York, she enters a new relationship
that she hopes will be more stable and traditional. But
she soon realizes she has made a terrible mistake and
again finds herself a single mother. With two young
daughters and no husband, Isabelle finally and
unexpectedly finds happiness and a love that gives
her a third child, a baby as happy as her beloved
father. And yet, once again, life brings dramatic
changes. The three girls grow up to be very different
women, and Isabelle’s relationship with each of them
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is unique. While raising her girls alone, Isabelle also
begins building a career as a successful art
consultant. Then one final turn of fate brings a past
secret to light, bonds mother and daughters closer,
and turns a challenge into a blessing.

Thurston House
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In this rich, involving
novel from Danielle Steel, a woman’s life catapults
from the old to the new, as she learns to seize the
moment. COUNTRY Stephanie Adams is a devoted
stay-at-home mother, married to a successful lawyer
in northern California, in a dead marriage she’s
stayed in for years for the sake of her children. Then,
on a ski trip in Squaw Valley, her fifty-two-year-old
husband dies suddenly and all bets are off. Despite
her children’s grief, and her own conflicting emotions
and loneliness, Stephanie tries to move on, but
struggles to find herself as an independent individual
after years of giving up her life for everyone else. A
spur-of-the-moment road trip and fork in the road
lead her to Las Vegas, the Grand Canyon, and a
chance meeting—and her whole life changes forever.
She meets country music megastar Chase Taylor, who
opens his whole world to her. Stephanie is no longer
the same woman, and can’t be anymore. A new man.
A new life. The excitement of Nashville. She discovers
not only Chase, but herself. The music is bittersweet
and the lyrics true in his dazzling, exotic, and honest
world. As it deftly explores the complex ties between
spouses, children, lovers, and friends, and dances
between the past and the future, Danielle Steel’s
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moving novel brilliantly captures the shock of sudden
loss, and the freedom it can bring. Here America’s
most beloved novelist shares the enduring power of
seizing the day. Carpe diem.
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